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At work in St Joseph’s School.



Literacy levels:  
‘CHILD LITERACY IN GOA: A Need for Stronger Foundations’

Sujata Noronha, Nandita de Souza, Anibel Ferus-Comelo (2015)

Findings:  In government and government-aided schools, 8% of 
Standard 5 students were found to be adequately literate in English;  
75% were unable to read or write in English.



There are 26 official languages recognised in India.

In Goa, over 90% of students speak something other than the two main 
languages of instruction in schools, Marathi or English.  Almost all 
schools employ  English as the language of instruction from Standard 
5.

So very few students are taught literacy in their mother tongue.

Teachers usually have no common language themselves except the 
language of instruction being used in the school.



Again in Goa, the schools studied use as a textbook 
for language instruction a prescribed coursebook
which has no explicit approach to literacy.  It was the 
researchers’ view that students learned to parrot 
passages and the prescribed answers to 
comprehension questions.  

In St Joseph’s School, students learn ‘sight words’ –
about 100 a month in Standard 1 and 200 a month 
in Standard 2.  The teaching of phonics only 
appeared in pre-school classes that some students 
attended.



In Standard 1 & 2, portions of the month’s sight 
word lists are presented so that learners could see 
and hear the word simultaneously, where possible 
with a picture to reinforce meaning.  A user can 
repeat each word as often as they choose.  They are 
encouraged to voice the word with the computer.

This intervention is available twice a week.

There has been clear evidence of significantly 
improved learning of words.
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I B Arav 10 50 10 40 12 26 15 72

I B Hashmita 4 13 0 10 5 16 6 10

I A Shayan 10 81 24 67 5 28 7 48

I A Lenell 11 82 20 59 10 47 20 51

II A Bosco 13 135 2 13 5 50 6 39

II A Shubham 10 94 12 78 4 50 20 100

II B Arman 11 26 10 58 15 35 5 10

II B Bhaktesh 5 47 8 31 2 19 3 15
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In Standard 2,  word problems in maths are made available on the 
computer.  Students struggling to read the questions use TTS  to help 
them complete the work.

It is clear this makes all the difference to some students’ success.

In Standard 3, students who exhibit difficulties in answering questions 
on reading passages are able to reread the passage with TTS help.  
They are encouraged to use the TTS only to read the unfamiliar words.

The expectation is that the student will show improved understanding.



 Repetitive hearing of text helps children who 
have comprehension skills to comprehend 
effectively.

 Children lacking comprehension skills do 
fairly well.

 Children can read simple story books fluently.

 Children who understand that they are having 
difficulty in reading a given matter, ask for 
Claro session. 



In Standard 4, students read whole books together in class.  Any 
student who clearly struggles is given time to reread a chapter with the 
help of TTS.  They are free to choose the degree of support they 
prefer, from listening to the whole chapter to hearing the occasional 
word.

The expectation is that the student will become confident to read 
aloud to classmates.



 The software has indeed developed an interest in reading 
among these  children.

 They volunteer to read aloud in class and also for the 
class now. 

 Their confidence has grown and the hesitation that 
they earlier showed has reduced to some extent.

 The attention level while reading a book/work has 
developed. They pay attention to every word while reading.

 They are able to read with fluency lower level work.
 They are able to answer simple direct questions from 

the text.
 They are very happy to read along with the Claro 

group peers.





Staff receptiveness:

Anyone working with assistive technology in education will recognise 
this issue!  The solutions – staff training, evidence of positive results –
do have the desired effect.

Costs:  

Our work in India is being generously supported by Claro, particularly 
by enabling much longer trial periods for schools to explore, 
experiment and convince themselves of its value.

In my view, the more challenging cost to meet is teacher-time.

Properly managed computers are vital.



 To support schools through the exploration 
phase.

 To ‘seed’ successful schools in each area.

 To conduct a research project in the hope of 
providing clear, valid evidence of positive 
impact.

 To continue the programme of awareness 
raising, education and training.

 To extend into Delhi.


